
Getting Your Shot Right
Shooting is the most important phase of basketball and remains one of the most difficult 
areas to teach. There are so many factors potentially affecting a player’s mechanics and 
techniques that it is imperative that a consistent approach be implemented.  There is a need
to keep the process as simple as possible with proper execution.

Feet and Body – feet first in shot preparation 

 Anchor foot (5 toes)
 Down on the catch (play low to high, knees bent, and be balanced)
 Shooting foot (10 toes)
 Feet should be shoulder width
 Straight back with slight bend at the waist
 Head up (hold still)

Hands and Catch 

 Hands ready to catch the ball and carried above the elbows
 Hold ball firmly in pads of the hand
 Line up index finger of shooting hand with the middle of the ball
 Guide (support) hand on the side of the ball
 Thumb of shooting hand forms the letter ‘T’ with the thumb of the guide hand

Shooting Action – eyes over the ball, eyes under the ball

 Arms form the letter ‘V’
 Ball held in the ‘home spot’ or ‘shot pocket’
 Head forward with the eyes looking over the ball; keep the eyes on the target which 

is the front of the rim. Don’t watch the ball!
 Lifting action to eyes under the ball; up and out arm action and pushing upward with

the legs
 Shoot the ball on the way up with smooth and relaxed action (rhythm)
 Legs provide strength not the arms

Release of the ball and finish

 Ball slides out of the guide hand; guide hand does not shoot the ball 
 Shot should roll off the fingers and rotate backwards
 Hold follow through; fingers over the front of the ring
 Land in about the same spot from where the jump occurred


